
EYFS Theme Knowledge Organiser - Travel and Space- Summer 1

Tier 2 Vocabulary

travel To go from one place to another.

journey Travelling somewhere.

passenger A person travelling on a mode of transport.

town An area with streets, houses and buildings.

city A place where lots of people live closely 
together.

Bolton The city that we live in.

Tier 3 Vocabulary

transport Take or carry (people or goods) from one place 
to another using a vehicle, ship or aircraft.

vehicles A mode of transport to help a person travel from 
one place to another.

engine Are used to power most vehicles today.

United Kingdom Where we live, This is made up of four countries 
(England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland)

astronaught A person who is trained to travel in a spacecraft.

Vocabulary Knowledge

New Knowledge:  
- Explore different types of transport.  
- Sort modes of transport into land, sea, and sky.  
- Look at why people use different modes to get to  

different places and different distances. 
- Learn about the different parts of a road and learn how to cross a road safely.  
- Create maps and begin to understand the purpose of maps and why we use them. 
- Design boats that float. 

Astronauts travel to space in a rocket or 
space shuttle.  
Astronauts wear special space suits with 
helmets and gravity boots. 

Space is a long, long way up into the sky. It is 
very dark in space with lots of stars. 
There are different planets in space, including 
the Earth, the sun and the moon.  
We live on the planet called Earth. 

There are lots of different forms of 
transport and vehicles.  
Different vehicles are used for different 
jobs, eg. diggers, trucks, refuse lorries, 
tractors.

Some vehicles travel on the road – cars, motorbikes, 
lorries, trucks, vans, ambulances, fire-engines, bicycles 
Some travel in water – ships, boats, hovercraft, 
submarine.  
Some travel in the sky – aeroplanes, helicopters, hot-air 
balloons, rockets. 
Trains travel on tracks.

Fun Facts: 

The moon used to be part of earth. 
Earth is covered in 71% water. 

There is a volcano on Mars that is three times 
the size of Everest. 

You couldn’t walk on Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus or 
Neptune because they have no solid surface! 

The United 
Kingdom is 
made up of 

England, 
Scotland, Wales 

and Northern 
Ireland.


